(1) denote symbol name of targets (2) sample names (3) the quantity. As an internal control, expression of RPS5 was examined. (4) denote the ratios of each quantity against the average of RPS5 levels was obtained using that from triplicated samples. (5) denote average of (6) ratios (%) against the levels of Sq1979 (7) standard deviations. Results of ELISAs for IFN gamma in Fig. ( 2), were obtained using two plates in the same experiment, as follows.
Supplementary Material
(1), lane number in Fig. (2) and the contents of mixed cultures (UM, untreated growth medium; CM, Sq1079 conditioned medium); (2), numbers of 10T1/2 cells added in the mixed culture; (3), absorbance; (4), corrected absorbance against back ground; (5), concentration of IFN-gamma (pg/ml) derived from standard curve; (6), estimated concentration of IFN-gamma (ng/ml) in original (coefficients are x300 for plate 1 and x370 for plate 2, respectively); (7), mean of (6); (8), standard deviation; (9), statistical significance among samples with 10T1/2 cells; (10), statistical significance among samples without 10T1/2 cells; (11), ratio of IFN-gamma levels with 10T1/2 cells (%) against without 10T1/2 cells; (12), mean of (11); (13), standard deviation; (14), statistical significance among samples' ratio (%) treated with different neutral antibodies. 
Description for Supplement 3
Results of ELISAs for IFN-gamma in Fig. (3) , were obtained from the experiment, as follows. (1) lane number in Fig. (3) and the contents of mixed cultures (UM, untreated growth medium; CM, Sq1079 conditioned medium); (2) the presence of 10T1/2 cells placed in the mixed culture; (3) absorbance; (4) corrected absorbance against back ground; (5) concentration of IFN-gamma (pg/ml) derived from standard curve; (6) estimated concentration of IFN-gamma (ng/ml) in original CM (coefficients is X200); (7) mean of (6); (8) standard deviation; (9), statistical significance of samples with 10T1/2 cells against that without 10T1/2 cells ; (10) statistical significance among samples containing 10T1/2 cells. 
